A multimodal Mass Spectrometry Imaging approach for the study of musculoskeletal tissues
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Abstract

Imaging mass spectrometry combines the chemical sensitivity and specificity of mass spectrometry with microscopic imaging resolution. The ability to simultaneously obtain images from analytes detected allows us to know the composition of the surface of a thin tissue section. Although the technology is very well known and different applications have been used like in the classification of different diseases, little has been done in musculoskeletal tissues. Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) is a widespread musculoskeletal disease that exhibits an extensive molecular complexity that is poorly understood. In this paper a multimodal mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) strategy was applied to identify and localize biomolecules such as lipids, peptides and proteins in bone, muscle or skin from the limb of a mouse model of RA. High spatial resolution Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) was used to image the elemental and small molecular distributions. Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization (MALDI) molecular imaging complemented these studies revealing a specific distribution of phospholipids and peptides/proteins. A profiling protocol that employs “on tissue digestion/off tissue analysis” was successfully established for orthogonal peptide/protein identification. Among the identified proteins were cytokines (like interleukin 18), cytoskeleton related proteins (actin, tubulin or myosin) or proteins of the family of metalloproteinases (AST2) that are involved in inflammation triggering and autoimmune responses in RA. The results of this multimodal MSI and complementary proteomics approach resulted in a multitude of protein localizations and local interactions that reveal detailed molecular signatures from the different regions that constitute the musculoskeletal tissues affected by RA. The information provided by multimodal SIMS and MALDI imaging, reveals new and future possibilities for the study of musculoskeletal diseases.
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1. Introduction

Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) is becoming a widely used discovery tool used for \textit{ex vivo} visualization of molecules such as drugs, lipids, peptides and proteins directly from a variety of thin tissue sections [1]. MSI allows the rapid detection, localization and identification of many molecules from the most complex, biological sample surfaces. It is a label free technique that can deliver detailed spatial information of molecules of interest on different length scales, from subcellular to multi-cellular level and from organs to whole biological systems.

MSI has been applied to a vast spectrum of pathologies such as neurodegenerative (Parkinson’s disease and Alzheimer’s disease) [2, 3], metabolic (Fabry’s disease and nonalcoholic fatty liver disease) [4, 5], muscle [6] and kidney [7] diseases. Similarly, many cancer types such as breast cancer [8], prostate cancer [9], ovarian cancer [10], lung cancer [11] colon cancer and liver metastasis [12] were investigated using MSI. The majority of the previously published works have been performed in soft tissues like brain, kidney, lung, heart or liver. However, little has been published about how useful MSI technology can be in the study of heterogeneous, hard and complex tissues like musculoskeletal tissues. Among the different pathologies that affect these complex tissues we find Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA). RA is an autoimmune disease that causes chronic inflammation of the joints and muscles, bone destruction and affects many other organs of the body. For that reason is often referred to as a systemic illness. Uncontrolled active RA causes joint damage, disability, decreased quality of life, as well as cardiovascular and other co-morbidities [13]. The exact cause or trigger of RA is largely unknown. Although a number of factors such as infectious agents (viruses, bacteria, and fungi), environmental factors (smoking) and genetic predisposition have long been suspected, none has been proven to be a direct cause [13]. Mass spectrometry (MS) has historically played an important role in the identification of new proteins from sera of patients with different musculoskeletal disorders. Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) and high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)–electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) have been used to phenotype serum samples of RA patients [14]. The versatile nature and high sensitivity of MS proved to be useful in disease biomarker identification [15]. Protein differential display techniques such as two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2-DE) combined with MS, one-dimensional or two-dimensional liquid chromatography MS (LC-MS), has
become increasingly useful to establish differential protein profiles [16]. These techniques couple to MALDI-TOF-MS analysis have been performed to observe the differential proteome expression in the plasma and synovial fluid of RA, osteoarthritis (OA) and reactive arthritis patients [17]. The investigation of RA synovial fluid [17-21], synovial fibroblasts [22-24], blood plasma [17, 25, 26], blood serum [16, 27, 28] and human whole saliva [29] led to the discovery of a number of potential biomarkers such as actin [25, 30, 31], inflammatory cytokines and proteins related to lipid metabolism [16, 18, 21, 32]. Although recent years witnessed the progress in a number of studies exploring the etiology and pathogenesis of RA, its molecular pathological mechanism is still largely unknown and open to further investigations [16]. The diagnosis and choice of the appropriate therapy for patients remains very challenging.

Animal models of autoimmune arthritis have proven to be valuable research tools for the study of pathogenic mechanisms of rheumatic diseases as well as for testing new therapies. Several mouse models of arthritis have been established, including those that require immunization with antigen: proteoglycan induced arthritis, streptococcal cell-wall arthritis or collagen induced arthritis (CIA). CIA has been the most widely studied model of RA. It shares several pathological features with RA, and Collagen II is a major protein in cartilage [33]. The CIA model has been used extensively to identify potential pathogenic mechanisms of autoimmune, including the role of individual cell types in disease onset and progression, as well as to design and test new therapeutics. The CIA model has been also used to test new biologically based therapeutics [34, 35].

As we have explained above, classical MS techniques provide detailed insight into the composition of a sample, however very few studies target the investigation of the local etiology and pathogenesis in the area where the disease is actively occurring. Although immunohistochemistry and conventional staining techniques can study selected proteins in histological sections, they do not provide the wealth of information obtained by high performance MS studies on body fluids. One way to overcome this limitation of classical histology is to perform MS profiling and Mass Spectrometric Imaging (MSI) directly on a tissue section, an approach often referred to as molecular histology. Here, we present for the first time, the application of MSI and MS profiling for identification and localization of biomolecules in musculoskeletal tissues directly from a RA mouse model.
2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Chemicals

The MALDI matrix α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA) and the modified proteomics grade trypsin were purchased from Sigma (Schnelldorf, Germany). Ethanol, HPLC grade water, acetonitrile (ACN) and trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) were purchased from Biosolve (The Netherlands). Gelatin was purchased from Fluka (Germany). Dithiothreitol (DTT) and iodoacetamide were purchased from Sigma (Germany). All compounds were used without further purification.

2.2 Experimental Workflow

The experimental workflow employed in the entire study is shown in figure 1. It describes the sequence of sample preparation, profiling and imaging experiments from the RA samples collected. After tissue sectioning the samples were washed, digested and sprayed with matrix preventing the de-localization of molecules and analyzed to visualize peptides by MALDI-MSI. MALDI-MSI performed on unwashed, matrix coated tissue sections, helped to localize various lipids. SIMS imaging required only a gold coating and immediately provided high spatial resolution images of RA tissue sections. These high resolution images were particularly useful to study small joint areas that are more difficult to observe with the lower spatial resolution obtained in the MALDI-MSI experiments. Complementary protein profiling on tryptically digested tissue homogenates with MALDI MS/MS was performed and resulted in a small protein database. This database was later used to validate the interpretation of the on-tissue digested MSI results.

2.3 Sample preparation

The RA mouse model was obtained from Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands. All handling and use of animals complied with Dutch animal welfare legislation, including the animal housing and termination that in addition was approved by the University Animal Welfare Officer. DBA/1 male mice (age 10 weeks) had Collagen Induced Arthritis (CIA) using heterogeneous type II collagen. Development of RA in the treated animals was monitored by a physical examination of inflamed joints and MRI scanning (data not shown). One mouse was sacrificed 24
hours after the development of RA symptoms. Mouse limbs were dissected and embedded into gelatin and immediately frozen by gently lowering the embedded tissue into liquid nitrogen for 60 seconds. Samples were then stored at -80 °C until further analysis. Gelatin embedded limbs were sectioned into 12-µm thin sections using a cryo-microtome (HM525, MICROM, Germany) and thaw-mounted onto 25x50x1.1 mm Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) coated slides (Delta Technologies, USA) with a specific surface resistance of 4-8 Ω. Slides were stored at -80 °C until further analysis. All the experiments were performed in the right and left inferior limbs and in three independent samples of each of them.

2.4 SIMS-MSI of small molecules

Prior to SIMS analysis the slides were defrosted and dried in a vacuum desiccator at room temperature (RT) for 30 minutes, followed by gold-coating using a Quorum Technologies (New Haven, UK) SC7640 sputter coater equipped with a FT7607 quartz crystal microbalance stage and a FT690 film thickness monitor to deposit 1 nm of gold layer. Data was acquired using a Physical Electronics TRIFT II (Physical Electronics, USA) time of flight seconda ry ion mass spectrometer (SIMS-TOF) equipped with an Au liquid metal ion gun tuned for 22 keV Au⁺ primary ions. Images were acquired with a mosaic of 256x256 pixel rasters that each measures a dimension of 187.5x187.5 µm. As a result each pixel in the SIMS raw data set is substantially smaller than 1 micrometer. Data was analyzed and visualized using WinCadence software version 4.4.0.17 (Physical Electronics, USA).

2.5 MALDI-MSI of lipids

Slides were dried in a vacuum desiccator at RT for 30 minutes. A 10 mg/ml solution of CHCA in 1:1 ACN:H₂O/0.1% TFA was applied on the surface of the tissue slides using a vibrational sprayer (ImagePrep, Bruker, Germany). Samples were analyzed on MALDI-HDMS system (Synapt, Waters, UK) in positive ion mode utilizing both the time of flight and ion mobility separation (IMS) modes. The images were acquired with a laser spot size of 100-µm using a microprobe mapping grid with spots spaced in an array of 150x150-µm. Total ion current (TIC) normalization was used for data analysis and visualized with BioMap software (Novartis, Switzerland). data was processed using MassLynx, Driftscope and HDI software (Waters, UK).
Lipids were identified by comparing the masses to known lipid standards or by SimLipid software v2.1 (PREMIER Biosoft International, USA).

2.6 MALDI-MSI of peptides/proteins

Tissue sections were immersion washed in a Petri dish. The procedure involved two subsequent washes in 70% ethanol for 30 seconds, followed by a single 90% ethanol wash for 30 seconds. After washing, slides were dried in a vacuum desiccator for 30 minutes. Trypsin was resuspended in water at a concentration of 0.05 µg/µL. Droplets of 20 nL of this trypsin solution were deposited on the tissue surface in a 150x150-µm raster by CHIP 1000 chemical inkjet printer (Shimadzu, Japan). During trypsin application, the target stage was kept at 37 ºC. Tissue sections were incubated in a humidified chamber at 37 ºC for 12 hours. Matrix application and imaging were performed as described in section 2.4 after completion of the digestion.

2.7 MALDI-MS profiling of peptides/proteins in solution digestion

1.5 mg of tissue sections of three independent samples were intermittently collected during the sectioning process. These tissue sections were homogenized by sonication for 5 minutes to facilitate protein screening with MALDI-MS. The homogenates were centrifuged and filtered to remove cell debris. The supernatant containing the proteins was reduced by adding 5 µl of 200 mM DTT solution in 100 µl sample for 45 min at room temperature and alkylated by adding 4 µl of 100 mM iodoacetamide solution in the reduced sample for 45 min at room temperature. The excessive iodoacetamide was neutralized to stop the alkylation process by adding 20 µl of 200 mM DTT in the sample solution followed by incubation for 45 min at room temperature. The reduced and alkylated sample was digested in solution by adding trypsin, followed by incubation at 37 ºC for 12 hours. The resulting tryptic peptide solution was mixed with the CHCA matrix solution (10 mg/mL) in 1:1 ratio v/v and 1 µL of this mixture was spotted on a MALDI target plate. Data dependent analysis (DDA) of tryptic peptides was performed with a combination of MS and MS/MS scans in MALDI-Q-TOF instrument (Synapt, Waters, UK) using a MALDI survey method. Briefly, data directed acquisition by the MALDI survey method was fully automated with a predefined target plate motion pattern and time specified for switching from MS survey scan to MS/MS, and from one MS/MS to another. Within each well, as many
parent ions meeting the predefined criteria (all peaks within the $m/z$ 100-3000 range, divided into 50 $m/z$ range windows) will be selected for CID MS/MS using argon as collision gas and a mass dependent collision energy until end of probe pattern was reached, starting from the most intense peak. The LM and HM resolution of the quadrupole (15.3 and 15.0 respectively) were both set to give a precursor selection window of 2 Da. The instrument was externally calibrated to less than 2 ppm accuracy over the mass range of $m/z$ 100 - 3000 using sodium iodide and PEG 200, 400, 600, 1000, 2000 and 3500 mixtures. Individual spectra from each of the MS survey and MS/MS performed were combined, smoothed, deisotoped and centroided using the MassLynx (Waters, UK) software. The combined MS/MS peptide ion data were sent to Mascot algorithm as peaklist (.pk) files using the Swissprot database (Mus musculus 2011 database) to identify the proteins. The parent and fragment ion tolerance were set to 1.2 Da. The search criteria included up to two missed cleavages, oxidation of methionine and proline as variable modifications and CarbamidomethylDTT (C) as a fixed modification. The amino acid sequence tag obtained from each peptide fragment was used for protein identity. Identifications were considered positive based on a score calculated by Mascot algorithm (Matrix Science version 2.3.02) with a threshold of $p<0.05$.  

2.8 MALDI-MS profiling of peptides/proteins by on tissue digestion/off tissue analysis

In this approach trypsin solution was applied directly on tissue sections by pipette and incubated for 6 hours in a humid chamber kept at 37 ºC. After incubation, the solution containing the tryptic peptides was collected by pipetting the droplet of the tissue. Subsequently it was mixed with CHCA matrix solution (10 mg/mL) in 1:1 ratio v/ 1 µL of this mixture was spotted on a MALDI target plate. Data dependent analysis (DDA) of tryptic peptides was performed by MALDI survey method described in section 2.7.

2.9 Histological staining

Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining was performed on tissue sections adjacent to the sections that were subjected to MSI. The stained slides were scanned using a MIRAX (Carl Zeiss, Germany). The histological images were aligned with the MALDI ion images using BioMap software (Novartis, Switzerland).
3. Results

Multimodal MSI in combination with histological staining was employed to study various classes of biomolecules present in the RA mouse model. High spatial resolution SIMS imaging revealed the distribution of small molecules and lipids, while MALDI-TOF analysis was performed to localize lipids and peptides. The anatomical features observed in the adjacent histological stained sections were employed to co-register the different imaging modalities. The supplementary figure 1 shows typical results from four different imaging modalities, optical blockface imaging (A), H&E histological staining (B), SIMS-MSI (C) and MALDI-MSI (D), which were used throughout this study. All imaging modalities provide specific and complementary morphological and molecular information at a different spatial resolution. The supplementary figure 1A shows the different parts of a mouse leg: knee joint (I), muscle (II), the fibula and the tibia (III), the ligaments (IV) and the femur underneath the muscle (V). In supplementary figure 1B the H&E staining allows us also to visualize these tissues. Supplementary figures 1C and 1D are examples of images acquired by SIMS or MALDI-MSI respectively.

3.1 MSI of lipids and elements in musculoskeletal tissues in a RA mouse model
3.1.1 TOF-SIMS

The elemental traces like sodium, potassium and calcium as well as lipids are the abundant species present in the spectra from biological tissues. We have performed high resolution TOF-SIMS experiments on 12-µm thick gold-coated sections to identify and localize these elements. The distributions of different molecules such as sodium (Na) m/z 23, potassium (K) m/z 39, calcium (Ca) m/z 40, and lipids of different masses were clearly marked from the distinct regions as figure 2 shows. In figure 2A the total ion image is represented. In figure 2B the signal from potassium is represented in red color observing a high intensity in the muscles. The signal from sodium is represented in green color observing a high presence in the femur. Some areas of the skin present an orange color due to the overlapping of the potassium (red) and sodium signal (green). The area of the joint has a lower signal compared to the muscle or skin. An Indium ion image (m/z 115) from the glass slide was used as a background to add contrast to the images of ions of interest. In figure
the m/z 184 from phosphocoline (PC) head group is represented in red color observing a homogeneous distribution in the entire sample, even in the core of the joint. However the m/z 791 from PC 36:0 (represented in green color) is more prevalent in the area of the muscles. Diacylglycerol (DAG) (m/z 577) is represented in blue color observing its presence in the skin but also in the joint. An accumulation of DAG can be appreciated in the upper part of the limb. In figure 2D cholesterol (m/z 369), represented in red color, is observed in the muscles but with a higher intensity in the femur. As we explained earlier, potassium is present basically in the muscles, here represented as green color. In figure 2E cholesterol (m/z 369), represented in red, is very abundant in the muscles and in the femur. The m/z 577 DAG accumulations are more evident in this figure (represented in green). Figure 2F shows the co-localization of cholesterol (in red) and calcium m/z 40 (in green) in the muscles. However, calcium spots have the highest signal and they are observed in the femur.

3.1.2 MALDI-MSI

As we already observed with SIMS, a lipid investigation was also undertaken by MALDI imaging of the 12-µm thick tissue sections (Figure 3). The distribution of PC related molecular ions such as (A) PC 32:0(16:0/16:0) [M+H]+ at m/z 734.5; (D) PC 36:1(18:0/18:1) [M+H]+ at m/z 788.5 and (F) PC 40:6(18:0/22:6) [M+H]+ at m/z 834.5 were abundant in the lower part of the limb including the joint and the muscles. The distribution of lipid molecular ions such as (B) PC 34:2(16:0/18:2) [M+H]+ at m/z 758.5 and (E) PC 34:2(16:0/18:2) [M+K]+ at m/z 796.5; were specific from the upper limb. Other species like (C) PC 34:1(16:0/18:1) [M+H]+ at m/z 760.5 were more homogeneously distributed.

3.2 MALDI-MSI of peptides in musculoskeletal tissues in a RA mouse model

MALDI-MSI trypsin digested tissue sections revealed the spatial localization of various tryptic peptides on the tissue surface. Their identity was subsequently confirmed on-tissue MS/MS profiling experiments on regions with sufficient peak intensity. Additional confirmation was obtained by the exploration of the small database generated from the tissue homogenate MALDI profiling experiments. The distributions of various high abundant peptides are presented in Figure 4A-I. The actin tryptic peptide at m/z 1198.7 (A) and myosin tryptic peptide at m/z 1885.7 (B)
were abundant in the muscles. Tubulin (TBCC) tryptic peptide at m/z 1960.0 (C), troponin T (TNNT3) tryptic peptide at m/z 1887.9 (D), collagen alpha-1(XIX) chain (COJA1) at m/z 1584.8 (E), collagen alpha-2(I) chain (CO1A2) at m/z 1561.8 and (F) tyrosine-protein phosphatase non-receptor type 12 (PTN12) at m/z 1654.8 (G), were also found in the muscles but with a higher concentration in the lower part of the limb. Peptides from the leukocyte receptor cluster member 8 homolog (LENG8) at m/z 1027.8 (H) and EF-hand calcium-binding domain-containing protein 5 (EFCB5) at m/z 1197.7 (I) had a completely different localization. Both peptides were highly distributed in the skin and in the ligaments from the lower limb.

We have also plotted the distribution of RA related peptides from proteins like disintegrin and metalloproteinase with thrombospondin motifs 16 (ATS16) at m/z 1347.7 (figure 5A), pro-interleukin-16 (IL-16) at m/z 1404.7 (figure 5B) highly distributed in muscles, bones and ligaments. Disintegrin and metalloproteinase with thrombospondin motifs 2 (ATS2) at m/z 1838.9 (figure 5C) was also detected in those areas but with a lower signal.

3.3 MSI and ion mobility separation capabilities

MALDI imaging of heterogeneous tissue types, such as found in this RA model, requires additional separation capabilities to make a distinction between the various molecular classes of molecular ions obtained from tissue sections. Ion mobility based gas-phase separation of MALDI generated ions is a new strategy to tackle this issue [36]. Figure 6A represents a spectrum of detected ions in the mass range m/z 650-950 on ion mobility mode and detected directly from the tissue sections. The plot of the drift time versus m/z shows how many ions with the same m/z value have a different drift time (figure 6B). Thus, selecting a specific mass range we can separate the signal from the background ion at m/z 721.41 (figure 6C) from the mass at m/z 721.49 specific from the upper part of the limb (figure 6D). In this way we show how ion mobility helps to separate less intense ions.

3.4 Proteome pathway analysis

Protein profiling experiments were performed directly on the mouse tissue sections as well as on tissue homogenates. Data dependent analysis (DDA) was used in both cases to identify proteins from these tissues and known RA markers. A profiling approach employing on-tissue digestion followed by off-tissue analysis was
used in order to increase the number of identified proteins. This approach provided minimum tissue processing and allowed the usage of similar analytical conditions employed for MALDI-MSI experiments. The list of identified proteins and their peptides is provided in the supplementary material (supplementary material table 1 and 2). Their functional analysis was performed using STRING 8.3 (figure 7) to observe and visualize correlations between the identified proteins and their role. The resulting STRING protein interaction map showed clearly that many proteins that we have identified and localized are connected. The figure shows two principal groups of proteins that can interact. The first one is the family of collagens that can interact with laminin subunit alpha (LAMA5), and proteins from the desintegrin family like ATS2 or ADMAST2, interleukin 18 (IL-18) and death domain-associated protein 6 (DAXX). These proteins are known for regulating cell survival/death signals, the remodeling of different tissues as well as inflammatory cascades. An influential role of IL 18 in the induction and perpetuation of chronic inflammation has been reported from experimental and clinical rheumatoid synovitis [37]. Recently soluble interleukin-18 receptor complex has been reported as a novel biomarker in rheumatoid arthritis [38]. The second group of proteins comprehend examples like myosin 1 (MYH1), the family of actin proteins and troponin 3 (TNNT3), all of them reported previously as RA markers as indicator of tissue rearrangement. CCAAT/enhancer-binding protein beta (CEBPB) and nuclear receptor coactivator 1 (NCOA1) are indirectly regulating the expression with different proteins of the family of actins. NOCA1 directly binds and interacts with transcription factors such as STAT3 (signal transducer and activator of transcription 3) following IL-6 stimulation and stimulates the transcriptional activities under inflammatory stress [39]. Proteins with similar localization found by MALDI-MSI like TNNT3, collagens and myosin are abundant in muscles and the pathway shows their interaction.

4. Discussion

Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) is a method with a high potential because it allows the molecular analysis of a tissue while retaining the information about the spatial distribution of different analytes like proteins, peptides, lipids or small molecules. In the last years MSI has been applied for the study of the distribution of
biomarkers, targets of treatment and to classify different stages of a disease. Brain, heart, kidney or breast tissues have been extensively and previously studied by MSI [40-44].

Although it is becoming a technique used for many biological applications a multimodal imaging approach has not been reported before in musculoskeletal tissues. Only some studies have been performed in hard tissues like bone describing the mineral composition [45, 46]. However the most part of these studies have been performed in soft tissues. The importance of the analyses of such complex and heterogeneous tissues is necessary for future studies in diseases that affect different tissues at the same time.

We have chosen a mouse model of RA to explore the limits of TOF-SIMS and MALDI-MSI in tissues that can be affected this pathology. RA is one of the most prevalent rheumatic diseases without an efficient therapy. Here, for the first time, we present the application of MSI to study the distribution of electrolytes, lipids and peptides in the limb of a RA mouse model. The relatively small size of the mouse limb allowed us to perform molecular histology on the entire section surface. Different tissue types such as bone, muscle and skin from both upper and lower limb regions can be appreciated by classical staining techniques. In our workflow distinct classes of various molecules were imaged in a label free manner. For example, we have observed by TOF-SIMS a predominant distribution of potassium in the muscles. In any healthy tissue a balance between potassium and sodium is necessary to preserve the cell homeostasis and integrity. Both ions are involved in ATP generation and muscles contractility. In some rheumatic diseases an imbalance of potassium has been described as dystrophy diseases [47]. Potassium is exceptionally important for formation of the membrane potential and increase in its extracellular concentration can be indicative/causative of biological damage. This element is also what controls the creation as well as the storage of the muscles main source of fuel, glycogen. We have also observed the signal from sodium, highly abundant in bones similar to previous studies [48]. Other electrolytes like calcium were found in muscles and in the femur. Calcium signaling is related to many cellular channels and in the ATP generation and alteration in the calcium pumps have been related to the initiation of adjuvant arthritis [49]. In addition we have found a co-localization of cholesterol and calcium in the muscles. In fact an imbalance in calcium regulation due to cholesterol
abnormal deposition causes endotelial dysfunction and muscle defects in myocardial diseases [50].

We have also localized different lipids like the PC (head group) with a homogeneous distribution in the entire sample, even in the core of the joint. Many authors have detected PC related species in many tissues using MSI [51, 52]. Other lipids like DAG (m/z 577) is represented in the skin but also in the joint. We have detected deposition of DAG in the upper part of the limb. Other authors showed that signal intensities of fatty acids (FAs) and diacylglycerols (DAGs) were significantly increased in skeletal muscle of the obese ob/ob mice as compared to the lean wild-type mice [53]. DAG and other phospholipids (PL) are responsible for many of the unique physicochemical, biochemical, and biological properties of the cellular membranes. It was suggested that phospholipids present in the synovial fluid (SF) and on the surface of articular cartilage have major involvement in the low friction of cartilage, which is essential for proper mobility of synovial joints. In pathologies, such as impaired biolubrication, there is an imbalance in the levels of phospholipids in the SF [54-56].

By MALDI-MSI we have plotted the distribution of other members of the family of PC. Other authors have shown that a specific pattern of distribution of PC can be studied by MALDI-MSI [57]. For instance, we have found PC 34:1(16:0/18:1) homogeneously distributed. This molecule has been found in high contraction in ischemic rats. This was suggested to be a result of edema and influx of extracellular fluid likely through a loss of Na/K-ATPase caused by the injury. Intact phosphocholines accumulates over the most damaged areas of the dystrophic muscles, together with cholesterol and sphingomyelin species. Fatty acyl chain composition varies depending on the region, allowing estimation of the local damage extension [58]. Tissue digestion and in solution we have identified a high number of proteins. In addition, among the proteins that we have identified a high number of them are regulators of metabolic lipid pathways like choline/ethanolamine kinase (CHKB), glycerophosphocholine phosphodiesterase (GPCP1), diacylglycerol kinase 1beta (DGKQ) choline transporter like protein 1 (CTL1) or inositol1,4,5-triphosphate receptor type 2 (ITPR2). A further analysis in the role of each of these proteins in relation with the different lipid distributions observed in this study are imperative for the proper understanding of the tissue biology.
We have plotted the distribution of some selected identified tryptic peptides proteins such as the actin tryptic peptide at m/z 1198.7 and myosin tryptic peptide at m/z 1885.7, both of them localized in the muscles. The underpinning proteins have been reported as RA markers and as we show in the pathway they are in contact with other proteins identified [25, 59, 60]. Peptides from TBCC, TNN3, COJA1, CO1A2 and PTN12 were also found in the muscles but with a higher concentration in the lower part of the limb. It is interesting the fact that as STRING analysis shows TNNT3 can interact indirectly with the family of collagens and all these proteins have been localized in the same areas. A peptide from the LENG8 and EFCB5 had a completely different localization. Both peptides were highly distributed in the skin and in the ligaments from the lower limb. Leukocyte receptors regulate inflammatory cascades and actually interact with many proteins involved in the rheumatoid pathology like IL-18 [61]. ATS16 and IL-16 were highly distributed in muscles, bones, skin and ligaments. ATS2 also named ADAMTS2 was detected mainly in muscles and bones from the upper and lower limbs. ADAMTS proteases have been associated with a number of different diseases and are of high biomedical relevance such as ADAMTS1 which is upregulated in inflammation [62] while ADAMTS2 and ADAMTS3 are responsible for processing several types of procollagen proteins [63, 64]. Finally, we have demonstrated the capability that ion mobility separation offers allowing us the visualization of molecules that otherwise couldn’t be seen.

5. Conclusions
We have demonstrated that a multimodal MSI workflow combined with classical bottom up proteomic approach is an efficient tool for detection and localization of a variety of molecules directly from musculoskeletal tissue sections. The application of this method in future studies could be helpful to understand the changes of the molecular distribution in tissues that are affected by rheumatic diseases.
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**Figure captions**

**Figure 1**
Schematic experiment design. RA mouse limbs were cryo-sectioned into 12-µm thin sections for multimodal mass spectrometric imaging. High spatial resolution imaging by SIMS-TOF required tissue coating with gold. For lipid visualization tissue sections were covered with matrix and analyzed by MALDI-TOF. Peptide imaging required on-tissue digestion of proteins, followed by matrix application and MALDI analysis. Orthogonally, a protocol for protein identification was performed.

**Figure 2**
High spatial resolution SIMS imaging of lipids and smaller ions. The dot line marked region indicates the joint and the attached bone areas. (A) The total ion image of the tissue section. (B-F) The overlay images of three different ions of interest: (B) Potassium \((m/z 39)\) in red, sodium \((m/z 23)\) in green and indium as overlay background \((m/z 115)\) in blue. (C) Phosphocholine \((m/z 184)\) in red, PC 36:0 \((m/z 791)\) in green and a diacylglycerol \((m/z 577)\) in blue. (D) Cholesterol \((m/z 369)\) in red, potassium \((m/z 39)\) in green and indium as overlay background \((m/z 115)\) in blue. (E) Cholesterol \((m/z 369)\) in red, a diacylglycerol \((m/z 577)\) in green and indium as overlay background \((m/z 115)\) in blue. (F) Cholesterol \((m/z 369)\) in red, calcium \((m/z 40)\) in green and indium as overlay background \((m/z 115)\) in blue. Distribution of different types of ions marks the different regions of the tissue section. Scale bars, 1 mm.

**Figure 3**
Distribution of lipid molecules in the tissue section. Distribution of lipid ions such as (A) PC 32:0(16:0/16:0) [M+H]$^+$ at \(m/z\) 734.5; (B) PC 34:2(16:0/18:2) [M+H]$^+$ at \(m/z\) 758.5; (C) PC 34:1(16:0/18:1) [M+H]$^+$ at \(m/z\) 760.5; (D) PC 36:1(18:0/18:1) [M+H]$^+$ at
m/z 788.5; (E) PC 34:2(16:0/18:2) [M+K]+ at m/z 796.5 and (F) PC 40:6(18:0/22:6) [M+H]+ at m/z 834.5 detected in upper and/or lower limb regions.

Figure 4
The experimentally determined distribution of various peptides from abundant and less abundant proteins. (A) Distribution of actin tryptic peptide at m/z 1198.7. (B) Distribution of myosin tryptic peptide at m/z 1855.8. (C) Distribution of tubulin tryptic peptide at m/z 1960.0. Distribution of peptides obtained from less abundant proteins such as (D) troponin T tryptic peptide at m/z 1887.9, (E) collagen alpha-1(XIX) chain at m/z 1584.8, (F) collagen alpha-2(I) chain at m/z 1561.8, (G) tyrosine-protein phosphatase non-receptor type 12 at m/z 1654.8, (H) leukocyte receptor cluster member 8 homolog at m/z 1027.8 and (I) EF-hand calcium-binding domain-containing protein 5 at m/z 1197.7.

Figure 5
The experimentally determined distribution of various peptides from proteins related to RA. (A) Distribution of the disintegrin and metalloproteinase with thrombospondin motifs 16 protein tryptic peptide at m/z 1347.7. (B) Distribution of the pro-interleukin-16 tryptic peptide at m/z 1404.7. (C) Distribution of the disintegrin and metalloproteinase with thrombospondin motifs 2 tryptic peptide at m/z 1838.9.

Figure 6
Ion mobility analysis of biomolecules detected from the tissue sections. (A) Spectrum of detected ions in the mass range m/z 650-950. (B) Drift time versus m/z plot showing ion mobility separated lipid and matrix ions (encircled). (C) Distribution of the ion mobility separated background ion at m/z 721.41. (D) Distribution of the ion mobility separated ion at m/z 721.49.

Figure 7
STRING protein-protein interaction map showing interactions of proteins detected from the section of the RA mouse model. A number of interesting proteins like disintegrin and metalloproteinase family (ADAMTS2), collagens (COL), actins (ACT), myosins (MYH), troponin (TNNT3) and interleukin 18 (IL18) interacted in pathways related to RA. Some of these proteins were identified and localized.
Supplementary figure 1

Multimodal imaging of a limb in a RA mouse. (A) Optical image of the tissue marked with different regions (B) H&E stained 12-µm section. (C) SIMS high spatial resolution total ion image. (D) MALDI ion image at m/z 760.5.
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